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Abstract—A Software-Defined Wireless Sensor Network (SD-
WSN) is a recently developed model which is expected to play a
large role not only in the development of the Internet of Things
(IoT) paradigm but also as a platform for other applications
such as smart water management. This model makes use of
a Software-Defined Networking (SDN) approach to manage a
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) in order to solve most of the
inherent issues surrounding WSNs. One of the most important
aspects of any network, is security. This is an area that has
received little attention within the development of SDWSNs, as
most research addresses security concerns within SDN and WSNs
independently. There is a need for research into the security of
SDWSN. Some concepts from both SDN and WSN security can be
adjusted to suit the SDWSN model while others cannot. Further
research is needed into consolidating SDN and WSN security
measures to consider security in SDWSN. Threats, challenges
and potential solutions to securing SDWSN are presented by
considering both the WSN and SDN paradigms.

Index Terms—IoT; WSN; security; security threats; SDN;
SDWSN

I. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a network of mul-
tiple small inexpensive smart sensor nodes that are capable
of physical and environmental data acquisition and wireless
communications [1]. The increasing development of the Inter-
net of Things (IoT) paradigm has increased the demand for
research in WSNs as a platform for IoT. WSNs are not only
important in IoT but also in other applications such as smart
water management. The scarcity of water has brought about a
serious need for better water management due to the fact that
traditional water management is inconvenient and wasteful.
WSNs can be used as a platform for real-time smart water
meters which can be monitored and controlled in order to
reduce water loss [2].

When expanding WSNs, inherent problems due to resource
constraints such as limited processing and storage, commu-
nication bandwidth and energy [3], [4] become increasingly
significant due to the lack suitable network management and
incapability of heterogeneous-node network realization [5].
Therefore, unless an appropriate solution to these inherent
problems are found, WSNs as they are currently, are unable to
fulfill the challenges of the IoT paradigm. However, there has

been research into using software-defined networking (SDN)
as a solution to the inherent problems of WSNs [6].

Studies have concluded that software-defined wireless sen-
sor networking (SDWSN) is expected to play a large role in
both the the IoT paradigm and also in smart water management
systems, where SDWSNs can provide real-time monitoring
and control of water grid components, resulting in an efficient
water management system to mitigate water wastage [7].

One of the most important considerations in any network,
however, is that of security within the network. For example,
the smart water management system will not only consider
real-time monitoring but also real-time control of various
components of the water network. Ensuring the security of
such a system is critical because it is not only about protecting
the collected data or privacy of the consumers but also to
prevent any malicious attack from compromising the system
and be able to send incorrect control signals that may damage
part of the water infrastructure [8].

This is a consideration that has been subject to research
within the SDN and WSN paradigms individually; however,
in terms of SDWSN this has not received much attention due
to the focus on the SDWSN architecture itself [5]. Therefore
security within the SDWSN itself needs to be considered if it
is to truly play a critical role in the development of the IoT
paradigm.

In order to identify solutions and challenges in the security
of SDWSN, it is first important to identify any major security
challenges and solutions within SDN and WSNs individually.
These aspects of security must then be consolidated to consider
the SDWSN model to find out which individual security
aspects from SDN and WSN can be adapted to the SDWSN
model.

II. SECURITY IN SDN

Software-defined networking is a networking approach that
aims to simplify network management and configuration. This
happens by decoupling the control plane which encompasses
all the network intelligence from the data plane which is the
packet forwarding engine of the network [9]. This essentially



creates a global view of the network, allowing dynamic control
and network programmability.

Although the SDN paradigm results in many benefits to tra-
ditional networking such as centralized network programma-
bility and control, it is also these benefits that introduced
new threats and attack planes, compromising the security
of the network. Two properties of SDN introduce appealing
opportunities for malicious users, the centralization of network
intelligence and control of the network using software [10].
Centralizing network intelligence results in access and control
of the entire network through access to the controllers host
server while the software used to control the network can be
susceptible to bugs and other vulnerabilities.

A. Security Threats

Several security threats to SDNs have been identified [10].
These security threats were then reviewed and further cat-
egorized by the functional layers of the SDN planes [11],
the application plane which houses SDN applications such as
network management, the controller plane which contains the
control logic framework and the data plane which contains the
forwarding elements.

Within the application plane, authentication and authoriza-
tion is identified as one of the important challenges [11]. The
network could be compromised due to the fact that there are no
methods for certification and trust between the controller and
management applications [10]. The lack of trusted resources
for forensics and remediation which allow the network to
identify, and provide a fast secure network recovery, will result
in useless data and slow or unnecessary recovery.

Traditional threats to the network such as vulnerable ad-
ministrative stations are also a threat to SDNs and can be
exploited to access the controller. The threat seen from a single
machine is greatly increased in SDNs as a result of the network
programmability that SDN brings.

The controller plane houses the control logic of the network
and is therefore highly targeted by malicious users [11].
Denial of service (DoS) attacks and data theft could be
carried out through attacks on control plane communications.
After gaining access to the controller, an attacker may launch
distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks using a large number of
switches under the control of an attacker. The lack of trust
in Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Sockets layer
(SSL) communications could also result in data leakage during
regular network traffic.

Vulnerabilities in the controller may also lead to attacks on
the controller itself. This may be the most severe threat to
SDNs as it may result in compromising the entire network.
Regular intrusion detection may not be able to identify and
label malicious activity on the controller and once a malicious
user has control of the controllers, they may be able to
do as they please due to the fact that the controllers issue
configuration commands.

Within the data plane, forged or fake traffic flows caused
by both faulty devices and malicious users can compromise
network switches and controllers [11]. OpenFlow switches

(switches using or compatible with the OpenFlow protocol
used in the SDN environment) and controller resources can
be attacked using network elements and DoS attacks [10]. An
attacker can also inject forged flows into the network after
assuming control of the server that stores authentication details
of users and using these details to authenticate these forged
flows.

The next threat in the data plane is attacking vulnerabilities
in switches. Due to the nature of SDN, packet forwarding
is already one of the problems presented [12], however by
assuming control of a single switch, these packets can be
dropped or used to slow down the network, clone or divert
traffic or inject forged requests and forged traffic to overload
the network [10]. Thus, by exploiting vulnerabilities in the
switch, the performance of the entire network is compromised.

B. Solutions

Ali et al. [9] propose that the SDN paradigm provides
increased security for networks in terms of threat detection,
remediation and network correctness as well as security as a
service. However when looking at the security in SDN itself,
most researchers agree [9], [11] that there is a need to include
security into the design of SDNs from the ground up [10].

FRESCO [13] allows security applications to be imple-
mented on any OpenFlow controller [11]. This enables security
application development and policy implementation on NOX
controllers [14]. NOX defines a network operating system for
OpenFlow controllers that allows management and centralized
control application development.

On the application layer, authentication and authorization is
the main concern therefore most of the solutions to application
layer security include validation and verification models [5].
PermOF [15], a permission control application, is proposed
to ensure that applications have controlled access to network
resources [11].

The network must also be aware any of changing conditions
and verify these changes. VeriFlow [16] is an assertion based
debugging and verification language used to debug any faulty
rules before they cause harm to the network. This language has
been proposed to enable verification and debugging of SDN
applications using dynamic verification methods [17]. Flover
[18] is a verification system for OpenFlow networks that is
implemented on the controller to ensure that no new policies
created on the controller conflict with specified properties.

Ahmad et al. propose multiple approaches to securing the
control plane [11] such as protection against malicious or
faulty applications, protection against targeting scalability of
the control plane, DoS/DDoS prevention and ensuring security
through reliable controller placement.

Security against malicious or faulty applications is impor-
tant due to the fact that network resources can be accessed
through the control plane. A Security-enhanced (SE) Flood-
light controller [19] is proposed to secure the control layer
through separation of privileges, run-time verification mod-
els, assigning authorization roles, resolving conflicts between



rules, as well as tracking security events within the control
layer.

Distributed controllers result in a load on the controllers
themselves which provide a platform for various controller
based attacks. Various approaches are used to either reduce
the load on the controllers using load balancing techniques
[20], distribute functionalities using platforms such as DISCO
[21] and HyperFlow [22], or increase controller processing
power using McNettle controllers [23], which can scale up to
46 cores as opposed to NOX controllers which can scale up
to 10 cores.

DoS or DDoS mitigation is carried out by observing flow
statistics stored in OpenFlow switches [11]. Self-Organizing
Maps (SOM) are proposed to detect lightweight DDoS attacks
[24] by uncovering hidden flow relationships entering the
network to classify traffic as normal or an attack.

Controller placement provides challenges to scalability and
resilience in the network which greatly effects network perfor-
mance in SDN. Thus multiple algorithms have been developed
and tested for optimal controller placement [11] such as
the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm and Pareto-based
Optimal Controller-placement (POCO) framework.

In terms of securing the data plane, FortNOX [25] can
be used as a platform to authorize applications that can
change flow rules in real-time to protect the data plane from
malicious applications which may install or modify flow rules.
FlowChecker [26] is a tool used to verify inconsistency in
rules to validate and enforce end-to-end configuration rules.
VeriFlow [16] can also be used to find faulty rules to prevent
harm to the network.

C. Summary

A summary of the existing platforms and solutions to
the problems discussed above can be seen in TABLE I.
Authentication and authorization concerns on the application
plane have been addressed by various verification systems. The
control plane has authorization, scalability, availability and
DoS/DDoS mitigation platforms to address control plane and
vulnerabilities. The data plane has protection against forged
or faked traffic flows in the form of different verification and
debugging tools.

It is important to note that these solutions do not address
threats that could arise from the data forwarding functionality
of SDN nodes. Although there are verification tools to prevent
vulnerabilities in the data plane, the severity of the vulnera-
bilities increase due to the nature of the SDN paradigm which
could mean that these tools will not be able to handle the
load presented by the packet forwarding functionality. Another
threat that had not been readily addressed is that of the lack
of trust in TLS/SSL communications i.e. securing control
plane communications and the lack of trusted forensics and
remediation applications in the application plane.

III. SECURITY IN WSN

Due to the fact that WSNs use wireless means of com-
munication, security within WSNs is important and must be

TABLE I
EXISTING SOLUTIONS FOR SDN PLANES [11]

SDN plane Existing
Platform

Threat
Addressed

Approach

Application

FRESCO Threats from ap-
plications

Framework
for security
application
development

PermOF Access control Permission con-
trol application

Assertion Flow rules con-
tridection

Debugging
framework

Flover Security Policy
violation

Policy
verification

Control

SE-
Floodlight

Application
authorization

Secure controller
architecture

DISCO Controller
scalability

Distributed
controller
architecture

Placement
Algorithms

Placement frame-
works

HyperFlow Controller avail-
ability

Distributed con-
trol plane

SOM DoS/DDoS
attack

Detection frame-
work

Data
FortNOX Flow rule contra-

diction
Controller frame-
work

FlowChecker Faulty flow rules Configuration
verification tool

VeriFlow Network debug-
ging tool

addressed. A malicious user can easily carry out attacks to
intercept data and waste network resources. Many authors
attribute the inherent problems with WSNs such as processing
and communication limitations, to the inability to implement
security measures [1], [27] - [30]. Fundamental security re-
quirements in WSNs have been identified as data authentica-
tion, data confidentiality, data integrity, and availability and
redundancy [31], [32].

A. Security Threats

In order to achieve fundamental security goals, the threats
to WSNs must first be identified. Attacks on WSNs are cat-
egorized into goal-orientated, performer-orientated and layer-
oriented attacks [27], [33].

Goal-orientated attacks consist of passive and active attacks
[27]. Passive attacks are carried out when a malicious user
monitors sensitive network information without disturbing
network operations, so that it may be used in other attacks.
These attacks result in the disclosure of sensitive or data files
unbeknown to the network user. Active attacks is when the
attacker uses this information to assume control over the net-
work or disrupt network operation. Examples of active attacks
include DoS, wormhole, hello flood, Sybil, blackhole/sinkhole,
data modification and spoofing [5], [27], [28], [32], [33].

Performer-orientated attacks consist of outside and inside
attacks [27]. Outside attacks allow for monitoring data trans-
missions as well as injecting false data into the network to
consume resources resulting in DoS attacks. Inside attacks are
when malicious nodes parade as legitimate nodes to damage
the network. Once trusted by the network, the malicious node



can then launch different attacks [27], the source of which is
difficult to locate due to the fact that the malicious node can
suppress important information from reaching the base station.

Layer-orientated attacks consist of different attacks targeting
various layers of the network stack [27], [28]. Attacks on the
physical layer vary from capturing nodes to jamming channels
which can lead to DoS attacks [34]. Data link layer attacks
target the functionality of link layer protocols [28] by violating
established communication protocols. Network layer attacks
are attacks that are aimed at disrupting routing protocols, for
example DoS and sinkhole attacks. Transport layer attacks
consume node resources by flooding it with connection re-
quests. Application layer attacks consist of various attacks
such as overwhelm, data corruption and malicious code [27].

B. Implementation Problems

The fundamental barrier to security implementation in
WSNs is the inherent issues within WSNs, mainly the re-
source constraints in WSNs [1], [27] - [33]. Most research
surrounding security solutions in WSNs have focused on low
resource cryptography methods to secure the network [27] -
[29], [33]. Cryptography methods are separated into symmetric
cryptography and asymmetric cryptography.

While symmetric cryptography solutions are preferred due
to low implementation cost and efficiency [5], they present
many problems when managing large networks and attempts
to improve this cryptography for WSNs [11] have resulted in
the cost of resources. Symmetric cryptography is also difficult
to implement in software and is resistant to scalability [32].

Asymmetric cryptography attempts to alleviate the issues
of symmetric cryptography for example simplifying crypto-
graphic key management [27]. However this attempt comes at
a cost to resources as the methods are too computationally
excessive for the nodes [29]. Optimal solutions regarding
cryptographic security implementation remains a challenge in
WSNs due to the fact that neither symmetric or asymmetric
cryptography can provide the security needed in WSNs or the
IoT as a whole [35].

IV. SECURITY IN SDWSN

Using a SDN approach to WSN results in a new paradigm
called software-defined wireless sensor networking (SDWSN)
[5]. In SDWSN the control logic of the WSN is separated and
handled by a separate controller while the data transmission
functionality is left behind and handled by the device. There-
fore the sensor nodes only carry out data forwarding operations
while any computationally intensive tasks are performed by
the controller without affecting energy consumption [12]. This
approach is said to solve most of the inherent problems with
WSNs as well as promote interoperability with other networks
and improve efficiency and sustainability in WSNs.

The SDWSN architecture currently applied is shown in
Fig. 1. Using an SDN approach to WSNs results in the
decoupling of the data and control plane, thus solving most of
the inherent problems with WSNs [5], [12]. The nature of the
SDN paradigm presents many advantages when considering
security in SDWSN.

Fig. 1. Basic SDWSN architecture (from [5])

A. SDN Advantages in WSN Security

Although the cryptographic solutions for security in WSNs
are based on a coupled architecture as opposed to the decou-
pled architecture as shown in Fig. 1, the security measures
could still be implemented on the control or application plane
[5]. The centralization of control results in the centralization of
security management and coupled with the fact that the SDN
approach partially frees up WSN resources, this allows for the
implementation of more resource intense security measures in
WSNs [5].

The global view of the network provided by SDN results
in a platform for analysis which enables fast identification of
malicious activities and therefore a fast response time. The
challenges and solutions in SDN as discussed also provide
some solutions to WSNs although not all solutions can be
adapted due to WSNs unique properties.

One of the most important features that SDN brings to WSN
is the fact that the sensor node can only accept control com-
mands due to the separation of control logic [5]. Therefore, it
becomes difficult to use the sensor nodes to conduct malicious
attacks on the network, although it is still possible to use these
nodes as gateways for different attacks.

The SDN approach allows for flexible security configuration
as opposed to the error prone manual processes currently
implemented [5]. However, the SDN approach also presents
its own problems, as errors in the configuration network can
also lead to more security vulnerabilities [36] - [37]. This is
evident due to the fact that in general a poorly configured
network results in more network vulnerabilities.

B. SDWSN Proposed Solutions

The SDN paradigm itself already presents some solutions
to WSN security which can be directly incorporated into
SDWSN security. As discussed above, the centralization of
control simplifies security management and results in less
resource constraints on the node itself, thus allowing security
implementation. The SDN also provides a global view of the
network for fast analysis and response.



In order to identify which security solutions can be adapted
from SDN and WSN into the SDWSN paradigm, it is impor-
tant to identify which security threats are present in both SDN
and WSN. TABLE II shows the security threats associated with
both the WSN network stack layers and the SDN planes [5],
[9].

TABLE II
WSN LAYER AND SDN PLANE SECURITY THREATS (FROM [9])

WSN layer SDN plane Threat

Application Application

Poor Authentication and Control
Fraudulent flow rules insertion

Poor access control and accountability
Malicious Applications

DoS
Northbound Interface (API) attack

Transport

Control

Threats from applications
DoS

Network
Unauthorized access

Scalability and Unavailability
Faulty or Malicious controller

Data Link

Data

Unauthorized access
Fraudulent rules

Forged/False traffic flows
Flooding, Spoofing

Physical

Southbound Interface (API) attack
Jamming, Tampering

Sybil
Compromised/hi-jacked controller

Malicious node

The application plane of the SDWSN architecture as seen in
Fig. 1 consists of the application layers from the WSN network
stack and the application plane from the SDN model. This
plane is mostly susceptible to SDN security vulnerabilities
such as the authentication and authorization challenges [11],
lack of trust mechanisms [10] and threats from network appli-
cations. These problems result in the threats shown in TABLE
II and therefore applying SDN solutions in the framework
of SDWSN application layer security would potentially solve
most of the application layer threats. These solutions include
implementing validation and verification models on platforms
such as PermOF, VeriFlow and Flover. Cryptographic solutions
shown in WSN security could also be implemented on the ap-
plication layer to secure northbound interface communications.

The control plane of the SDWSN model shown in Fig. 1
consists of threats to the SDN control plane and WSN transport
and network layer threats. Cryptography solutions in WSN can
be applied to the controller to secure the control plane against
transport layer attacks. SDN control plane solutions mitigate
network layer attacks through the approaches proposed by
Ahmad et al. [11] such as using SE Floodlight controllers
to protect against malicious applications, increasing controller
scalability using platforms such as DISCO and HyperFlow,
using Self-Organizing Maps to mitigate DoS attacks and
optimizing controller placement using algorithms such as
Simulated Annealing algorithms.

The data plane in Fig. 1 consists of the WSN physical and
data link layers as well as the SDN data plane. SDWSN are
susceptible to these threats mainly through WSN data link
and physical layer security threats. However, by using the
SDN approach, most of these data link and physical layer

vulnerabilities are mitigated as the sensor node is only able to
accept control commands and is therefore difficult to use as a
malicious node. The main problem with security in the data
plane comes from the packet forwarding problems associated
with SDN [12]. This becomes an even greater problem when
considering the SDWSN paradigm as this problem becomes
a platform for the attacks mentioned in TABLE II. The
only solution to these data plane threats is using validation
platforms such as FortNOX, FlowChecker and VeriFlow to
mitigate unauthorized access, fraudulent rules, forged flows
and southbound interface attacks.

Although some of the platforms and solutions mentioned
above may be able to secure SDWSNs to a certain degree,
they are not ideal solutions as most rely on external security
methods which focus on network devices such as switches
instead of WSNs. In order to truly secure SDWSNs, security
must be built into the SDWSN architecture itself [10] and
be compatible with other design requirements. Using Network
Function Virtualization (NFV), which visualizes network func-
tionalities [5], most security solutions can be implemented
which is a step towards incorporating security solutions into
the SDWSN architecture itself.

C. Remaining Challenges

Although some of the solutions from SDN and WSN
security that can be incorporated into the SDWSN model
have been identified, further research is needed in adapting
these solutions to consider the SDWSN model as opposed to
SDN and WSN individually. The solutions mentioned above
have been identified from existing research and have not been
confirmed as valid security models in SDWSN.

When considering the SDN side of SDWSN, the control
plane presents the biggest target for malicious attacks [11]
because compromising the controller compromises the net-
work. Therefore the control plane needs to be secure against all
threats identified in TABLE II. The communication protocol
used by the controller must be secure against any form of
interception. Ali et al. states that using the SSL/TLS protocols
for small devices such as sensor nodes is impractical [9]
and therefore more research is needed in developing secure
network communication.

Further study is needed to confirm whether sensor nodes
used in SDWSN pose less of a threat to data plane as they are
at the periphery of the network and generate traffic as opposed
to traditional SDN switches which can be used as gateways
for other attacks [5]. One of the most problematic features of
the SDWSN paradigm is that of the data forwarding issues on
the data plane [38]. These issues may result in more security
vulnerabilities and must therefore be resolved in order to truly
secure SDWSNs.

V. CONCLUSION

The SDWSN model uses a SDN approach to solve most of
the inherent issues in WSNs however the SDWSN model still
presents many challenges due to the fact that it incorporates



two models which are not yet fully fledged. This is also ap-
parent when considering security implementation in SDWSN.
WSNs have many inherent issues such as resource limitations
which result in the inability to implement security measures.
SDN also has its own problems such as the trade-off between
functionality and performance especially on the data plane
which result in security vulnerabilities.

However, some of the solutions proposed in each individual
paradigm can be consolidated to consider security in the
SDWSN paradigm, although due to the nature of the two
different paradigms, not all solutions can be combined and
adapted to the SDWSN model. Current work on SDN, WSN
and SDWSN has been reviewed in order to identify problems
and solutions which could be adapted to the SDWSN model
however some challenges remain. These challenges must be
addressed in order to realize secure SDWSNs, which is
important if SDWSN is to truly play a critical role in the
development of the IoT paradigm.
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